
Gone 

 

Is it wrong of me 

That just the thought of you 

Can still make my heart rate 

Rise exponentially  

So much, I love you 

That stills holds true 

But along side of that now 

Resides a seed of hate  

I guess it no longer matters  

As we’ve both sealed our fate 

I should have listened 

To your more than once mentioned 

That you were undeserving 

Seems all that I can do  

Is sit and wait 

For the last of my feelings 

To dissipate  

 

My vow for adventure  

Is almost more than I can bear  

Thoughts of goings on  

In the outside world 

I plain and simply  

Cannot bring myself to care 

My functioning ability  

In alarming deficit  

When action is needed 

All I can do is blindly stare 

 

Please give me 



Your goodbye  

For composure resumed 

A simple farewell  

Is all that I need  

Some form of closure  

So that my inner shrew 

With all of her spite may cede. 

 

Younger Years 

 

Sit and reminisce  

Childhood innocence  

Those days of youth 

We do so miss 

Searching for shapes  

Way up high  

In puffs of white 

Chasing fireflies  

A catch and release  

Of giddy delight 

Marco versus Polo 

None better to rival 

Slumbers goodnight kiss 

Content only in the now 

Wild exuberant bliss 

 

Long, heady days of summer  

Tasting honeysuckle off the vine 

Picking berries of red and blue 

Grinning smiles stained purple 

Finger food feast, so fine 

Hours spent in make believe 



Hidden away clubhouse forts 

Membership granted to  

Those precious few 

Codes and blood oaths  

Promises on pinkies sworn 

Hearts crossed and hope to die 

For this unbreakable tie  

Lifelong bonds are borne 

 

Come, sit a spell  

Let us rest our bones 

Travel backwards through time 

Our progeny we can regale 

With every outlandish tall tale  

And be children again. 
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